One Acre Fund serves 135,000 smallholder farmers in Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi and Tanzania, helping them to increase their harvests and incomes. It provides farmers with a service bundle that includes seed and fertilizer, credit, training and market facilitation and enables farmers to increase their income by 50 to 100 percent.
Carolyn Lunani
With her youngest daughter, “Rock”
Carolyn is a hard-working woman. She had a fantastic harvest last year.
With the proceeds, she bought this cow.
She also built these rental houses, which each rent out at $4 per month.
Carolyn is determined to be rich. In 2012, she increased her planted acreage with One Acre Fund six-fold to 3 acres. Little woman, big ambition.
She harvested way more food than her family can eat, and her top expenditure is school fees.
Queen is in Grade 9.
Regan is in Grade 10.
Her smallest son Renton is getting a great start to his education in a nursery school.
You can read more about One Acre Fund in Roger Thurow’s book “The Last Hunger Season”.